oval-shaped yarn

Feel free to contact us!

The oval shape allows the yarn to have
outstanding memory without sacrificing its
incredibly soft texture.
avalon uses this yarn for Galaxy series.

This artificial grass is used for gardens,
parks, roadsides and roundabouts. The
textured yarns are used for thatch zones
and for artificial grass products for
children’s play areas and golf courses.

OUR EVERGREENS

yarn type oval

Tensile strength variation

According to EN 15330 after 3000 hrs. of exposure

Environment compatibility

Free of lead, cadmium, diarylide pigment or dyestuff

EDEN SERIES
GALAXY SERIES

c-shaped yarn

avalon uses this yarn for Eden series.
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natural look
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the perfect landscaping grass
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more than 1.000.000m2 installed
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This artificial grass is used for gardens,
parks, roadsides and roundabouts.

Avalon b.v.
Dinxperlosestraatweg 52
7122 AH Aalten
The Netherlands
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The c shape (crescent shape) is closest to
the natural shape of grass. The C-shape
ensures the yarn springs back into its
original shape after use.
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According to EN 15330 after 3000 hrs. of exposure
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According to EN 14836

Colour change

WA

UV stability

yarn type c
UV stability

According to EN 14836

Colour change

According to EN 15330 after 3000 hrs. of exposure

Tensile strength variation

According to EN 15330 after 3000 hrs. of exposure

Environment compatibility

Free of lead, cadmium, diarylide pigment or dyestuff

sports surfaces
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lawns & landscapes

|

leisure

passion for grass

More information

What are the Eden and Galaxy series?
Both the Eden and Galaxy series consist of two variants with
pile heights of 30 mm and 37 mm. Where the Eden series
is distinguished by a high quality C-shape (heavy usage)
yarn and light colour tones, the Galaxy series is a perfect
counterpart with a luxurious Oval-shape (super soft) yarn in
multiple natural colour tones.
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The Eden and Galaxy series have a 7-year
UV-warranty.

For more information about the Eden and
Galaxy series, please feel free to contact one
of Avalon’s area sales managers.
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Warranty
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Evergreens
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More than 1 million m2
Since the introduction of the Eden and Galaxy series in 2011, more than
1 million m2 of these high-quality and natural-looking artificial grass
products have been distributed around the world.
Thousands of families, schools and government institutions get daily
enjoyment as they save time and money.

Applications
The Eden and Galaxy series are extremely suitable for gardens and landscaping
purposes with intensive access.

What our customers say:

Installation
The Eden and Galaxy series are produced with extremely durable raw materials,
which ensure that both series can be installed quickly and aftercare is kept to a
minimum. Installers confirm this and they also mention the invisible seams with
minimal shrinkage.

Exceptional features
The Eden and Galaxy series have a variety of strong features and distinguish
themselves from other artificial grass products by their exceptional look-and-feel.
As a result, both series qualify as the best alternative to natural grass.

“Best grass I ever installed”
“Incredible resilience”
“No visual seems”
“I safe one day because the
grass has no issues”

Other proven properties include:
Eden Series

Galaxy series

Heavy usage
UV-stability
Softness
Comfort
Child-friendly

We have references in the following countries
Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Germany, Hungary, Morocco, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
The Netherlands, United Arabic Emirates, United Kingdom.

Pet-friendly
Eco-friendly

passion for grass

Gallery

